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Photoinduced magneto-optic Kerr effects in asymmetric semiconductor microcavities
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Giant photoinduced magneto-optic Kerr effects are predicted and measured in asymmetric semiconductor
microcavities with a totally reflecting rear mirror operated in the limit of the strong coupling regime. The
microcavity is modeled by two coupled Fabry-Perot cavities and use is made of the optical scattering matrices
to derive its characteristics. The giant photoinduced rotations and phase changes are traced to the saturation,
blueshift, and pseudo-Zeeman splitting of the exciton transition. Modeling the lower and upper polariton
transitions by two different two-level systems qualitatively accounts for the main spectral features: the photo-
induced Kerr rotations and phase changes are due to the modifications of the coupling existing between the
cavity and exciton modes, due to the photoinduced changes of the exciton characteristics. The influence of spin
relaxation on the rotation and ellipticity spectra is also analyzed; it confirms the gyrotropic nature of the
interaction which depends strongly on the difference between the densities of counter-rotating circularly po-
larized excitons and only weakly on their sum as is the case in previous isotropic studies. Measurements of
photoinduced Kerr rotations performed at a temperature of 50 K in a microcavity containing a single semi-
magnetic semiconductor quantum well confirm the effectiveness of the effect with polarization rotations of 10°
around the lower polariton frequency at a pump fluence of only 2mJ/cm2.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The study of exciton-polariton modes received a renew
attention in the recent years with the use of quantum mic
cavities where the material~exciton! and electromagnetic
~photon! components can be independently and artificia
modified through appropriate tailoring of microcavities a
quantum well characteristics.1,2 The coupling of the exciton
and cavity modes in these so-called cavity polariton mo
can be easily modified by static electric2,3 and magnetic4–9

fields. The modification of the cavity-polariton character
tics by intense laser pulses has also been investigated
revealed polariton bleaching and many-body interact
effects.10 In these studies only the isotropic~scalar! part of
these interactions could be assessed since the gyrotropic
is canceled out in the chosen configurations.

Here we assess the gyrotropic part of these photoindu
changes through an experimental and theoretical study o
polarization effects occurring at high exciton densities in
microcavity operated in the strong coupling regime. In t
nonlinear process, a circularly polarized pump pulse indu
polarization changes on a linearly polarized incident pro
beam due to the huge polarization dependent modificat
of the light induced cavity-exciton coupling. In Sec. II w
schematically present the experimental configuration use
our study. In Sec. III we present the setup used in our
periment and show that polarization rotations of a we
probe beam as large as 10° can be photoinduced by 2mJ/cm2

fluence circularly polarized pump pulses. In Sec. IV we d
0163-1829/2003/67~4!/045308~8!/$20.00 67 0453
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scribe the principle of the calculations based on optical s
tering matrices which allow the determination of th
magneto-optic Kerr rotation and phase change photoindu
by a circularly polarized pump pulse. In Sec. V we apply t
model to the case of resonant optical nonlinearities resul
from the photogeneration of polarized excitons. The non
earities considered in this section, i.e., saturation, blues
and pseudo-Zeeman splitting of the exciton transition
duced by circularly polarized pump pulses are conside
decoupled from population and spin relaxation process
The corresponding photoinduced polarization rotation a
ellipticity spectra are compared and their physical interpre
tion given in terms of the shift of the polariton frequenci
due to the modifications of the exciton transition charact
istics. The role played by spin relaxation processes on
photoinduced Kerr rotations and phase changes is anal
in Sec. VI in two particular cases: for synchroneous pu
and probe pulses when the exciton spin relaxation time is
the order of the pulse durations and for delayed short du
tion probe pulses in the case of long-lived exciton spins.

II. EXPERIMENTAL CONFIGURATION

The device considered in this study is an asymmetric
crocavity operated in the strong coupling regime~see Fig. 1!.
A circularly polarized short duration pump pulse is sent on
the device at some small angle in order to generate polar
excitons. The frequency of the pump pulse is resonant w
one of the polariton modes in order to instantaneously g
©2003 The American Physical Society08-1
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erate the polarized excitons. A linearly polarized incide
probe beam of wavelengthl is sent perpendicularly to th
microcavity. The polarization state of the probe beam
flected by the device is analyzed, considering both the r
tion angle and the ellipticity of the beam polarization.

The microcavity is closed by a rear mirrorM2 which is
nearly totally reflecting and a partially reflecting front mirr
M1 . The asymmetric cavity configuration is chosen sin
such a device operated in reflection allows the highest s
sitivities provided the reflectivity of the front mirror is ad
justed for optimizing the desired effect. It is the case,
instance, for intracavity absorption,11 phase shift,12 Bragg
diffraction,13 or Kerr polarization rotation.14

For the sake of simplicity we consider here the simpl
case of a microcavity with a single quantum well~QW! lo-
cated at the middle of al/2n-thick transparent intracavity
material of refractive indexn. Due to the strong absorptio
occurring at the resonance frequency of the quantum w
exciton, the thin quantum well acts as an intermediate mi
exhibiting a very small reflectivity bandwith. The strong co
pling regime can therefore be viewed as resulting of the c
pling of three Fabry-Perot cavities~the cavity M1-M2 of
thicknessl and the two cavitiesM1-QW and QW-M2 of
thicknessl /2). In this study we consider the simplest case
a tuned cavity when the cavity resonance frequencyvc is
made equal to the exciton resonance frequencyv0 . This
situation corresponds to the maximum coupling between
exciton and cavity modes with polaritons exhibiting a fu
mixed exciton-cavity character.

In the case of Kerr polarization effects, the cavity is op
mized for an operation of the microcavity in the limit of th
strong coupling regime when the Rabi splitting 2V0 is nearly
equal to the polariton linewidth. Indeed, as magneto-op
Kerr effects have a gyrotropic nature, they result from
difference between contributions due to the counter-rota
polarizations. In this way, only a small polarizatio
dependent variation of the exciton resonance frequency
slight saturation of the exciton transition can produce a h
modification of the phase of the beam reflected by the
crocavity, thus providing a high sensitivity for this polariz
tion device. This behavior was already observed in Kerr
tation measurements with increases in sensitivity of sev

FIG. 1. Schematic view of the microcavity.
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orders of magnitudes for the Verdet constant14 when com-
pared to the case of symmetrical cavities.15

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Experiments were conducted at relatively low temperat
(T550 K) using a microcavity placed in a cryostat. Th
sample was grown by molecular beam epitaxy on
Cd0.88Zn0.12Te @100# oriented substrate. The back and fro
cavity mirrors, of respective reflection coefficientsR2
50.96 andR150.76, were formed by stackingl/4-thick
Cd0.4Mg0.6Te/Cd0.75Mn0.25Te pairs. A 70-Å-thick
Cd0.95Mn0.05Te quantum well was grown in the middle of th
l/2-thick Cd0.4Mg0.6Te intracavity material. This configura
tion of the asymmetric microcavity operated in the limit
the strong coupling regime~for a cavity-exciton coupling
strength only slightly larger than the polariton linewidth! was
chosen in order to maximize magneto-optic Kerr rotati
angles in the presence of small amplitude magnetic field14

Note that due to the high energy of the band gap of
semiconductor materials used for the Bragg mirrors, no s
nificant gyrotropic effect is expected for the cavity mirror
so that the polarization modifications occur only owing to t
microcavity.

The experimental setup used for the study of this mic
cavity is shown in Fig. 2. Two independently tunable las
sources are used: the probe and pump beams which are
ing from two identical optical parametric generators~OPG’s!
pumped by a picosecond duration frequency-tripled Nd-YA
laser.16,17The pump source is used to generate circularly
larized excitons. The probe source is used for recording
reflectivity and polarization rotation spectra. Indeed, as
Kerr rotations and phase changes measured in this ex
ment are low, phase measurements are impossible due t
small undesirable and uncompensable dephasing brough
the cryostat windows. The pump and probe beams are
cused at slightly tilted and normal incidences onto the mic
cavity ~MC!, respectively. The beam splitter~BS! provides

FIG. 2. Experimental setup. MC: microcavity, OPG: optic
parametric generator,l/4:- quarter wave plate,P: polarizer, BS:
beam splitter, PBS: polarization beam splitter,DR , DX , DY : de-
tectors.
8-2
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an energy reference of the probe pulse and also allows
the extraction of the probe beam reflected by the microcav
This reflected beam is separated into two orthogonally po
ized beams by the polarizing beam splitter~PBS!. The linear
polarization of the incident beam is set at 45° of theX andY
directions of the PBS. With no pump pulse, theX and Y
intensities are equal. In the presence of the circularly po
ized pump pulse the polarization direction of the probe be
is rotated by an angleu and dephased by an anglew by the
microcavity. The intensitiesI X and I Y measured onX andY
polarization states, respectively, are then given by

I X5I 0Fcos2 w cos2S p

4
1u D1sin2 w sin2S p

4
1u D G ,

~1a!

I X5I 0Fcos2 w sin2S p

4
1u D1sin2 w cos2S p

4
1u D G ,

~1b!

where I 05I X1I Y is the reflected intensity. For the sma
values ofw reached in our experiment, the reflectivityR of
the microcavity andu are calculated using the formulas

R5
I X1I Y

I R
, ~2a!

u5
1

2
Arc sinF I Y2I X

I X1I Y
G , ~2b!

whereI R is the incident intensity.
Note that no polarization rotation occurs in the linear

gime without pump pulses. When a circularly polarized hi
fluence pump pulse is sent onto the microcavity toget
with the probe pulse a photoinduced polarization rotation
the linearly polarized probe pulse is observed, and rever
the circular polarization of the pump pulse only changes
sign of the polarization rotation. Figures 3~a! and 3~b! show
the polarization rotation spectrum photoinduced by aŝ2 cir-
cularly polarized pump pulse and the reflectivity spectra
corded with and without the pump pulse present~solid
squares and open circles, respectively!. In this experiment
the pump fluence wasF52 mJ/cm2 and the frequency of the
pump beam chosen to selectively excite the lower polar
mode~at a pump photon energyEp51.708 eV).

The photoinduced rotation spectrum shown in Fig. 3~a!
exhibits a large negative rotation peak~about210°! around
the lower polariton mode and almost no rotation occ
around the upper polariton mode. In the presence of
pump pulse the reflectivity spectrum is blueshifted by ab
0.3 meV and the exciton transition is slightly saturated
attested by the narrowing of this reflectivity spectrum@see
open circles in Fig. 3~b!#. The straight line in Fig. 3~a! shows
the best fit to the experimental photoinduced rotation sp
trum obtained using the model presented in Sec. IV. T
agreement between experiment and theory is rather good
the calculated parameters (0.2860.02 meV and 1.560.1%
for the blueshift and saturation of the exciton transition,
spectively! that give the best fit are in good agreement w
the values extracted from the reflectivity measurements~0.3
04530
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meV for the blueshift of the exciton transition and a sm
saturation which could not be measured precisely!.

We also point out that the photoinduced polarization ro
tion spectrum was recorded at a temperature of 50 K. T
large value obtained for the measured photoinduced rotat
at this relatively high temperature strongly indicates th
large photoinduced polarization rotations can be obtaine
room temperature using a microcavity specially designed
work in the strong coupling regime at this temperature.

IV. MODEL

The Kerr polarization rotationu and ellipticity or phase
changew experienced by the linearly polarized incide
probe beam after its reflection by the microcavity are cal
lated using the expressions

u5
1

2
~Arg@R2#2Arg@R1# !, ~3!

w5Arc tanF uR1u2uR2u
uR1u1uR2uG , ~4!

whereR65AR6 /AI 6 are the amplitude reflectivities of th
microcavity for the counter-rotating circular polarization
ŝ6 (AR6 andAI 6 are the reflected and incident amplitud
of the probe beam for theŝ6 polarizations, respectively!.
The circularly polarized amplitude reflectivitiesR6 are ob-
tained using the optical scattering matrices.18

FIG. 3. Kerr rotation spectrum photoinduced by a 2mJ/cm2

fluences2 polarized pump pulse~a! and reflectivity spectra re-
corded with and without the pump pulse~b!. The continuous line in
~a! is the best fit obtained using the model of Sec. III and the das
lines in ~b! are only guides for the eyes.
8-3
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For the calculation ofR6 the only parameters concern th
Bragg mirrors and the quantum well reflector. The Bra
mirrors exhibit reflection coefficients given by

r 1,25AR1,2exp~2 iF1,2!, ~5!

whereR1,2 andF1,25B1,2•(v2v1,2) are the intensity reflec
tion coefficients and the frequency-dependant phase s
experienced by the reflected beam respectively, withv1,2 and
B1,2 the central frequencies and phase slopes, respective19

For the sake of simplicity the same central frequencyvM
5v15v25vC is used all along this study. This choice al
corresponds to the experimental situation described in S
III. The quantum well reflector exhibits circularly polarize
reflection and transmission coefficients given by19

r 65 i
G06

v2v062 i ~g61G06!
, ~6a!

t65~11r 6!exp~2 iFQW!. ~6b!

In Eqs. 6~a! and 6~b! v06 , G06 , andg6 are the resonanc
frequencies, oscillator strengths, and linewidths, respectiv
for the ŝ6 polarizations, andFQW (FQW52pne/l, with e
the quantum well thickness! is the non resonant phase sh
introduced by the quantum well. With no pump pulse t
polarization dependent parameters reduce to the linear va
v0 , G0 , and g, which only depend on the quantum we
characteristics.

All the parameters of the microcavity considered in o
study are given using the homogenous linewidthg of the
exciton transition as the frequency unit. Indeed, in the n
sections the Kerr rotations and phase changes are studi
a function of the normalized frequency detuning (v
2v0)/g. For the calculations of Secs. V and VI we useR2
51 andB2g50.104 andR150.82 andB1g50.072 for mir-
rors M1 and M2 , respectively, andG0/g50.06 andFQW
50.175 for the quantum well characteristics. These val
are typical for II-VI semimagnetic semiconductor microca
ties, but our analysis can be applied to any microcavity.

V. DIFFERENT NONLINEARITIES

When a circularly polarized pump pulse is sent onto
microcavity, the resonance frequency, oscillator strength,
linewidth of the quantum well can be modified through se
eral physical mechanisms. Here, we discuss the cases o
saturation of the quantum well exciton due to band filli
effects and many body interactions,20,21 that of the many
body interaction induced blueshift of the exciton transition21

and that of the pseudo-Zeeman effect induced by the ma
tization which can be created in the quantum well by s
transfer when the intracavity or~and! the quantum well is
~are! magnetic.22 For the sake of simplicity and clarity, in
this section we consider these photoinduced interactions
fore population and spin relaxation processes set in fo
modification of the quantum well properties induced byŝ1

polarized pump pulses.
In the strong coupling regime of the microcavity, th

lower and upper polariton frequenciesvL andvU and line-
04530
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widths gL and gU are given by the following expression
derived from Ref. 23:

vL,U1 igL,U5~v01vC!/21 i ~g01gC!/2

7AV0
21

1

4
@v02vC2 i ~gC2g0!#2 ~7!

with

V0
25

~AR11AR212AR1R2!G0

~B11B212nl/c!AR1R2

, ~8!

gC5
12AR1R2

~B11B212nl/c!AR1R2

, ~9!

whereV0 and gC represent the pure coupling constant b
tween the cavity and exciton modes and the halfwidth of
cavity mode, respectively. Using the values given in Sec.
we getV0 /g051.15 andgC /g050.56 and the Rabi splitting
V5(vU2vL)/2 is slightly smaller thanV0 (V/g051.13).

As V0 and v0 are modified at high laser fluences, th
lower and upper polariton frequencies are modified in
presence of aŝ1 polarized pump pulse. This effects occ
irrespective of the physical origin of the nonlinearity. If w
consider the device as a set of double two-level system
respective resonance frequenciesvL and vU , the Kerr po-
larization rotationuL,U and phase changewL,U can be evalu-
ated around each resonance using the simple expressio

uL,U5
vL

2c
~nL,U2

8 2nL,U1
8 !, ~10a!

wL,U5ArctgF tanhFvL

2c
~nL,U2

9 2nL,U1
9 !G G ~10b!

with L the equivalent length of the device and where

nL,U6
5nL,U6

8 1 inL,U6
9 5n01A

~vL,U6
2v2 iGL,U6

!

@~vL,U6
2v!21GL,U6

2 #

~11!

are the complex refractive indices for theŝ6 polarizations
around the polariton resonance frequenciesvL,U6

, A being a
constant related to the oscillator strength of the two-le
system. In Eq.~11! the polarization dependence ofA is not
considered since, for the physical mechanisms respons
for the photoinduced Kerr effects considered hereafter,
amplitude suppression is much less effective than the re
nance frequency shift for the polarization rotation and ph
changes. As a consequence, for smallŝ6 variations of
the polariton frequencies, the polarization rotation spec
exhibit an ‘‘absorption-type’’ shape centered onvL,U with
a maximum rotation angle proportional toDvL,U
5Re(vL,U1

2vL,U2
) given by

DvL,U5
1

2
~dv01

2dv02
!6~DV12DV2!, ~12!
8-4
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where dv06
5v06

2v0 are the frequency changes of th

exciton transition andDV65V62V are the variations of
the Rabi frequencyV for the ŝ6 circular polarization, re-
spectively. In the same manner, the ellipticity spectra exh
a dispersion-type shape centered onvL,U with a maximum
phase change angle proportional toDvL,U .

Let us remark that the polariton frequencies and lin
widths given by Eq.~7! are not obtained from the reflectivit
of the microcavity23 so that quantitative values cannot b
derived from Eq.~10! for the photoinduced polarization ro
tation and phase change. However, as shown hereafter
simple model still provides useful qualitative information o
the gyrotropic properties of asymmetric microcavities.

In the three following subsections the Kerr polarizati
rotation and phase change are studied quantitatively u
Eqs.~3! to ~6! and in the more qualitative way using Eq.~10!
for different resonant optical nonlinearities.

A. Saturation of the quantum well exciton

For a ŝ1 polarized excitation,G02
5G0 and G01

5G0(1

22S1), whereS1 represents the fraction of the upper-lev
population for theŝ1 polarized transition. Figures 4~a! and
4~b! show the photoinduced Kerr rotation and phase cha
spectra, respectively, plotted for different fraction of satu
tion of the ŝ1 polarized transition (S150.015, 0.03, 0.045
and 0.06 in the continuous, dashed, dotted, and dash-d
lines, respectively!. All the rotation spectra shown in Fig
4~a! exhibit the same ‘‘absorption-type’’ shape with positiv
and negative peaks located at the lower and upper pola
frequenciesvL andvU , respectively. On the other hand, th
photoinduced phase change spectra of Fig. 4~b! appear as
‘‘dispersion-type’’ spectra centered on the polariton frequ

FIG. 4. Photoinduced Kerr rotation~a! and phase chang
~b! spectra for various saturations of thes1 polarized exciton
transition.
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cies. Moreover, for the small values of the saturation fac
used for this calculation,u andw are proportional toS1 , and
the maximum rotations and phase changes are large, ma
the device potentially interesting for optical signal proce
ing. It must also be stressed that the amplitudes of both K
rotation and phase change are larger around the lower p
iton mode than around the upper one. This surprising beh
ior is in fact related to the dephasingFQW brought by the
quantum well transmission@see Eq. 6~b!# which widens and
narrows the upper and lower polariton modes, respective

The main features appearing in Figs. 4~a! and 4~b! can be
easily understood using the qualitative analysis of Eq.~10!.
First, the saturation of theŝ1 polarized exciton transition
produces a small increase and decrease ofvL1

andvU1
by

the quantityDV1'S1V0
2/V, while the lower and upper po

lariton frequencies remain unchanged for the unsaturatedŝ2

polarized exciton transition. As a consequence, the phot
duced Kerr polarization rotation and phase change exh
‘‘absorption’’ and ‘‘dispersion’’ shapes, respectively, with op
posite signs aroundvL and vU , as shown in Fig. 4. Sec
ondly, due to the proportionality ofuL,U and wL,U with re-
spect toDvL,U , the maximum values of the photoinduce
Kerr rotation and phase changes increases proportionall
S1 as it can be seen in Fig. 4. Finally, the lower values ofuU
and wU when compared to those obtained aroundvL are
easily understood taking the modifications of the polarit
linewidths by the quantum well dephasing into accou
(gL,gU).

B. Blueshift of the quantum well exciton

For a ŝ1 polarized excitation, a blueshift occurs for th
ŝ1 excitonic transition and theŝ2 one remains unchange
~if no spin relaxation occurs during the experiment!. As
shown in Fig. 5, this nonlinearity also produces large ro
tions and phase changes for the light reflected by the mi
cavity even for the small blue shifts considered in this c
culations (dv01

/g050.05, 0.1, 0.15, and 0.2 in th
continuous, dashed, dotted, and dash-dotted lines, res
tively!. As shown in Figs. 4~a! and 4~b!, the same genera
features are observed for the photoinduced polarization
phase change spectra as in the case of the saturation o
ŝ1 polarized transition. The main difference consists in t
respective signs ofu andw around the upper and lower po
lariton frequencies. Indeed, the photoinduced Kerr rotat
and phase change shown in Figs. 4~a! and 4~b! exhibit con-
tributions of the same sign aroundvL andvU . This is well
explained using the qualitative model of Eqs. 10~a! and
10~b!, since the modification of the polariton frequencies
the pump induced blueshift of the exciton frequency are
same for both polariton transitions (DvL,U5dv01

/2).

Moreover, asDvL,U have almost the same values for th
choice of parameters made in Figs. 4 and 5, the maxim
amplitudes ofuL,U andwL,U are almost the same.

C. Saturation and blueshift of the quantum well exciton

Actually, in most semiconductor quantum wells, satu
tion and blueshift of the exciton transition occur together.21 It
8-5
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D. PEREDA CUBIANet al. PHYSICAL REVIEW B 67, 045308 ~2003!
is, then, necessary to take their contributions to the phot
duced Kerr rotation and phase change simultaneously
account. The result of the quantitative model using the o
cal scattering matrices is presented in Figs. 6~a! and 6~b!. In
these figures the rotation and phase change spectra ar
tained using the same parametersS1 anddv01

/g0 as in the
case of Figs. 4 and 5, respectively. Spectra appearing in

FIG. 5. Photoinduced Kerr rotation~a! and phase chang
~b! spectra for various blue shifts of thes1 polarized exciton
transition.

FIG. 6. Photoinduced Kerr rotation~a! and phase change~b!
spectra for various saturations and blueshifts of thes1 polarized
exciton transition.
04530
n-
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6 look similar to the algebraic sum of spectra shown in Fi
4 and 5. They exhibit an enhancement and a quasisupp
sion of the photoinduced Kerr rotation and phase cha
around the lower and upper polariton frequencies, with
ratio of about 10 for the contributions occurring around the
frequencies@this calculation corresponds to the fit to the e
perimental results shown in Fig. 3~a!#. This behavior is easily
understood using the qualitative model since the lower
lariton frequency is strongly blueshifted (DvL'dv01

/2

1S1V0
2/V) while the upper one almost remains unchang

(DvL'dv01
/22S1V0

2/V'0), with a ratio of about 6 for

DvL /DvU for the parameters used in our calculations. T
value is in good agreement with the observations made f
Fig. 6. Let us also remark that, unfortunately, saturation a
blueshift of the quantum well exciton are both due to t
photogeneration of high exciton densities. Thus, their con
butions to the photoinduced Kerr effects cannot be separa
which enforces a two parameter fit of the experimen
results.

D. Photoinduced pseudo-Zeeman effect

In the case of semimagnetic semiconductor quant
wells, relatively high magnetization can be photoinduced
circularly polarized pump light due to inverse exchan
interaction.22 This magnetization is proportional to the de
sity differencen12n2 of ŝ1 and ŝ2 polarized excitons
photoinduced by theŝ1 polarized pump pulse. The ampl
tude of the magnetization results from the tradeoff betwe
the exciton spin relaxation and the spin orientation of m
netic ions. At low temperatures, the exciton spin relaxat
time tS is smaller than the spin orientation timeTM of the
magnetic ions, and the photoinduced magnetization is
and reaches its maximum after the short duration pu
pulse. At high temperatures,TM is shorter, and the magnet
zation can be high during the pump pulse. In such a case,
to exchange interaction,24 giant Kerr rotations and phas
changes of the polarization state of the incident probe pu
are possible. Figures 7~a! and 7~b! show Kerr rotation and
phase change spectra, respectively, for several values o
pseudo-Zeeman splitting (dvZ50.05, 0.1, 0.15, and 0.2 in
the continuous, dashed, dotted, and dash-dotted lines, res
tively!. These spectra are nearly the opposite of those sh
in Fig. 5 as confirmed by the qualitative analysis since low
and upper polariton modes are blueshifted by2dvZ/2 and
1dvZ/2 for ŝ1 and ŝ2 polarizations, respectively.

VI. INFLUENCE OF EXCITON SPIN RELAXATION

The results presented in Figs. 4–7 do not take exci
spin relaxation into account. However, this process c
modify the values of the photoinduced Kerr rotations a
phase changes in different ways. In this section, we cons
two situations in the case whenTM is much longer thantS ,
so that almost no magnetization is created in the microcav

First, for pump and probe pulse durationDt shorter than
tS , the saturation and blueshift of the exciton transition a
fully ŝ1 polarized for pump-probe delays smaller thantS .
For larger delays, spin relaxation reduce the density diff
8-6
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encen12n2 betweenŝ1 andŝ2 polarized excitons, while
the sumn11n2 remains constant whenever the pump-pro
delay is shorter than the exciton lifetime. Evidently, this
duction of the spin density difference modifies the Kerr
tation and phase change spectra since bothS6 anddv06

are

proportional to the normalizedŝ6 density n6 /(n11n2).

FIG. 8. Evolution of the photoinduced Kerr rotation~a! and
phase change~b! spectra during the exciton spin relaxation. Spec
are represented from the initial excitation bys1 polarized pump
photons before the spin relaxation (dn51) to a nearly complete
spin relaxation (dn50.17).

FIG. 7. Photoinduced Kerr rotation~a! and phase change~b!
spectra for variouss1 polarized exciton induced Zeeman splitting
04530
e
-
-This is illustrated in Figs. 8~a! and 8~b! which show the Kerr
rotation and phase change spectra, respectively, for sev
values of the normalized density differencedn5(n1

2n2)/(n11n2) (dn51, 0.67, 0.33, and 0.17 in the con
tinuous, dashed, dotted, and dash-dotted lines, respectiv!.
The spectra of Fig. 8 look exactly like those obtained in F
6 in the absence of exciton spin relaxation. This indica
that for a given total exciton density the time delayed pho
induced Kerr rotation and phase change spectra can be
duced from those obtained initially (dn51) simply by mul-
tiplying the rotation and phase angles bydn. Let us note,
however, that this simple rule also predicted by the qual
tive analysis of Eq. 10 is no longer valid at larger total ex
tation yields when high exciton densities are photogenera
by the pump pulse.

We also considered the case of synchronized pump
probe pulses of durationDt longer thantS . As a conse-
quence of spin relaxation,ŝ1 andŝ2 polarized excitons are
simultaneously present even for aŝ1 polarized pump pulse
In such a case, higher pump excitations are required for
ting the same Kerr rotation and phase change spectra. Th
illustrated in Fig. 9 which shows such spectra calculated
different total excitationsDn5n11n2 , keeping the differ-
encen12n2 constant (Dn5Dn0 , 3 Dn0 , 5 Dn0 , and 7
Dn0 in the continuous, dashed, dotted, and dash-dotted li
respectively!. Spectra of Fig. 9 are very similar to each oth
with a slight modification of only 25% of the maximum
photoinduced Kerr rotation and phase change angles f
multiplication by 7 of the total excitation. This observation
in good agreement with the prediction of the qualitati
analysis sinceDvL,U only depends on the difference be

FIG. 9. Influence of spin relaxation occurring during the pum
pulse duration on the photoinduced Kerr rotation~a! and phase
change~b! spectra. Spectra are represented for different total e
ton densitiesDn, the spin density differencen12n2 being kept
constant toDn0 .
8-7
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tween theŝ1 andŝ2 polarized exciton densities. This resu
definitely supports the gyrotropic nature of the photoinduc
magneto-optic Kerr effects in semiconductor microcaviti
It is also interesting concerning applications to optical sig
processing since the repetition rate of operations has on
be smaller than the spin relaxation rate independently of
exciton lifetime.

VII. CONCLUSION

Giant photoinduced Kerr effects have been predicted
measured in asymmetric semiconductor microcavities o
ated in the limit of the strong coupling regime. Before a
relaxation processes, Kerr polarization rotation and elliptic
spectra calculated using the optical scattering matrices
vealed positive or negative peaks around the polariton
quencies. These giant rotations and phase changes have
shown to occur due to the saturation, blueshift, and pseu
Zeeman splitting of the exciton transition which strong
modified the coupling existing between the cavity and ex
ton modes. The intensity of the effect is, indeed, stron
amplified when compared to a bare single quantum well
to the sharp variation with frequency of the phase of
beam reflected by the microcavity around the polariton f
ys

ci.
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quencies. A simple model involving a couple of two-lev
systems using the lower and upper polariton frequencie
the resonance frequencies has been shown to qualitat
describe all the features of the calculated spectra with
advantage of a simple physical interpretation of the resu

The role played by spin relaxation in the photoinduc
Kerr rotation and phase change spectra have also confir
the gyrotropic nature of the interaction with spectra alm
insensitive to the total density of excitons and very dep
dent on the difference between the densities of coun
rotating circularly polarized excitons.

A measure of photo-induced Kerr rotation performed a
temperature of 50 K in a microcavity containing a sing
semimagnetic semiconductor quantum well has confirm
the effectiveness of the effect with a polarization rotation
10° around the lower polariton frequency at a pump fluen
of only 2 mJ/cm2, in very good agreement with theory.

Due to the physical origin of the observed polarizati
rotation ~reduction of the actual coupling of the cavity an
exciton modes by the blue shift and saturation of the exci
transition!, the process should persist at room temperat
which could make such a device very promising for hi
contrast optical signal processing.
m.
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